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Dr. Seuss' “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” was a popular children's book during the late '50s and early '60s, but it became especially popular in the 1960s and 1970s, when it was adapted into a successful television special and later a successful holiday movie. The book is a classic example of Dr. Seuss' unique blend of whimsical humor and important moral lessons, and it has become a beloved part of American holiday culture.

According to the classic book, “How the Grinch Stole Christmas,” by Dr. Seuss, the Grinch is a grumpy, snow-dwelling creature with a heart “two sizes too small” who is living as a hermit on the snowy Mount Crumpit, a steep high mountain just north of the town of Whoville, home of the merry and warm-hearted Whos.

The Grinch, whose heart is two sizes too small, hates Who-ville's holiday celebrations, and plans to steal all the Christmas-themed items from the homes of the nearby town Whoville on Christmas Eve. But after the Grinch conspires to deprive the Whos of their favorite holiday by sneaking into town on Christmas eve to steal everything associated with the holiday, he learns that Christmas spirit can't be stopped by a cunning, cold-hearted person who plotted to steal Christmas from the Whos.

Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas - Rotten Tomatoes

But after the Grinch conspires to deprive the Who's of their favorite holiday by sneaking into town on Christmas eve to steal everything associated with the holiday, he learns that the spirit of Christmas is too strong for anyone to stop. The Grinch discovers the true meaning of the holiday, and he learns that Christmas spirit can't be stopped by a cunning, cold-hearted person who plotted to steal Christmas from the Whos.

The Grinch, whose heart is two sizes too small, hates Who-ville's holiday celebrations, and plans to steal all the Christmas-themed items from the homes of the nearby town Whoville on Christmas Eve. But after the Grinch conspires to deprive the Whos of their favorite holiday by sneaking into town on Christmas eve to steal everything associated with the holiday, he learns that Christmas spirit can't be stopped by a cunning, cold-hearted person who plotted to steal Christmas from the Whos.

Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas - Wikipedia

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! is a children's story by Theodor "Dr. Seuss" Geisel written in rhymed verse with illustrations by the author. It follows the Grinch, a grumpy, sly creature who attempts to put an end to Christmas by stealing Christmas-themed items from the homes of the nearby town Whoville on Christmas Eve. But after the Grinch conspires to deprive the Who's of their favorite holiday by sneaking into town on Christmas eve to steal everything associated with the holiday, he learns that the spirit of Christmas is too strong for anyone to stop. The Grinch discovers the true meaning of the holiday, and he learns that Christmas spirit can't be stopped by a cunning, cold-hearted person who plotted to steal Christmas from the Whos.

How the Grinch Stole Christmas Trivia - Useful Trivia

How the Grinch Stole Christmas movie clips: http://j.mp/15w4dTs
BUY THE MOVIE: http://amzn.to/sLaPxT
Don't missed the HOTTEST NEW TRAILERS: http://bit.ly/1u2y6...

How the Grinch Stole Christmas (2000) PG 1h 44m Goofy Comedies The Grinch decides to rob Whoville of Christmas -- but a deal of kindness from little Cindy Lou Who and her family may be enough to melt his heart. Starring: Jim Carrey, Taylor Momsen, Jeffrey Tambor, Robbie Coltrane, Dakota Fanning, Christine Baranski,部分地区にある Movies 2000.

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! (TV Short 1966) - IMDb

Storyline Bitter and hateful, the Grinch is irritated at the thought of the nearby village having a happy time celebrating Christmas. So disguised as Santa Claus, with his dog made to look like a reindeer, he raids the village to steal all the Christmas things. The village is sure to have a sad Christmas this year.
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Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas! (also known as Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas and simply The Grinch in the UK) is a 2000 American Christmas fantasy comedy-drama film directed by Ron Howard and written by Jeffrey Price and Peter S. Seaman.

Moral Lessons From "How the Grinch Stole Christmas"

According to the classic book, “How the Grinch Stole Christmas,” by Dr. Seuss, the Grinch is a mean, sly, and vindictive person who lived to the north of Who-ville, a small town where people had hearts as sweet as sugar pops.

Every who down in Who-ville likes Christmas a lot, but the Grinch who lived just north of Who-ville did NOT! So the cuddly as a cactus Grinch (with termites ...